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1. Introduction
The purpose of this proposal is to request the addition to Unicode of 13 symbols used by some
astrologers. Unlike my previous proposals, these symbols are a miscellaneous collection, and so there
is no single history section. Names and details will be discussed in the individual sections after this
introduction.
In addition, there are a number of related symbols which I am not currently proposing due to
being marginal in usage. However, this might not be a good enough reason to not encode them.
Attempting to get feedback on the Unicode mailing list has not been fruitful for me so far, and thus I
would like it if the UTC gave me some feedback on these possible characters after reviewing this
proposal.
It is initially proposed that these symbols be encoded in the Miscellaneous Symbols and
Arrows block, with a gap in the middle that is already filled by the existing two-headed arrows.
However, since there are still additional astrological symbols to encode (as well as possible marginal
use symbols), it might be better to setup an additional block in the SMP, and move all the proposed
astrological characters there.
The symbols with proposed codepoints and names are below:
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U+2BE8 ASTROLOGICAL PLANET TRANSPLUTO

Q
P

U+2BF0 ASTROLOGICAL SYMBOL FOR ASTRAEA

U+2BE9 ASTROLOGICAL PLANET PROSERPINA
U+2BEA ASTROLOGICAL PLANET PRIAP
U+2BEB ASTROLOGICAL PLANET RAZI

U+2BF1 ASTROLOGICAL SYMBOL FOR HYGIEA
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F
L
W
X
V
U
[

U+2BF2 PHOLUS
U+2BF3 NESSUS
U+2BF4 WHITE MOON SELENA
U+2BF5 WHITE MOON SELENA WITH RAYS
U+2BF6 BLACK DIAMOND ON CROSS
U+2BF7 BLACK CRESCENT WITH BAR
U+2BF8 ASTROLOGICAL POINT PRIAPUS

Proposed character properties should be the same as similar symbols, so except for the
codepoints and names, I propose they should be as below.
2BE8;ASTROLOGICAL PLANET TRANSPLUTO;So;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
As symbols, these characters should have no special line-breaking properties. When it comes
to collation, these points are generally not used together, and have no real defined order other than
appearing after Pluto in listings. However, for individual symbols, Q and P usually appear directly
appear after the asteroid symbols ⚳ ⚴ ⚵ ⚶, F and L are always placed directly after ⚷, and W is placed
after ⚸.
The Proposal Summary Form is attached to the end of this proposal, as seems to be the
practice nowadays.
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2. Transpluto 89
This ‘Hypothetical Planet’ is known most commonly among astrologers as Transpluto, and
less commonly by other names such as Bacchus1, Persephone2, and Isis. It's ‘discovery’ is generally
attributed to French astronomer Francis M.E. Sevin3, who predicted the planet in 1946.4 Astrologers
later picked up the planet for use, German astrologer Theodor Landscheidt5 is usually given the credit
for publishing the first ephemeris in 1972, although a German astrology wiki lists a Hans Haussman as
producing one in 1966.6
I have not been able to find an definitive origin for the symbol, although the German
AstroWiki includes an image which indicates the symbol existed as early as 1972.

Sample 2.1
From: http://www.saf.ch/Astroshop%5CSAFBuch/81_HDohmen_Kuenstler.pdf

From Page 6 (Page 86 according to the page label) of the PDF document Drei Künstler: Drei Mal
Transpluto.
Sample 2.2
From: http://www.kosmobiologische-akademie.de/fileadmin/template/PDFs/Boess.pdf
From Page 4 of the PDF Document :
Ausführungen zu den Galaktischen Faktoren.

1
2
3
4
5
6

As in the book : Transpluto Or Should We Call Him Bacchus the Ruler of Taurus? by John Hawkins.
As in the book: Persephone is Transpluto by Valerie Vaughan.
An example is this section of the Swiss Ephemeris, which for many astrologers is the standard set of ephemeris.
The document Hypothetical Planets lists many predicted planets from outside astrology, including Seven's.
One example is found here : Transpluto is Real! by Lynn Koiner, who is mentioned by other English astrology websites
as a major promoter of Transpluto.
The German AstroWiki calls the hypothetical Planet Isis.
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Sample 2.3
From: (Link in Google Book)
From Cosmopsychology: The Psychology of
Humans as Spiritual Beings, by Dr. Gene F
Collins Jr (no Page numbering) via Google
Books.

Sample 2.4
From: http://www.astrocom.com/img/product/sample/winning-overview.pdf
Part of an aspect listing that fills the
entire page (page 2) in the PDF, rotated.
A sample from Astro Computing
Services.

Sample 2.5
From: http://www.astrology-x-files.com/report/Johnny%20Carson-Asteroids.pdf
Page 5 of this massive position listing has this
variant version of Transpluto.
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Sample 2.6
From: http://www.tonybonin.de/IQ-Jauch.PDF
A sample from a node report, from page 10 of
an astrological analysis of a German game
show.

Sample 2.7
From: http://www.libroesoterico.com/biblioteca/Astrologia/Antonio Banderas Y Melanie Griffith El
Secreto Del Exito De Su Relacion Gracias A La Astrologia.pdf
A sample report from Astrohoroscopo, which
includes Transpluto (called Isis in the listing). It
also includes some points I never thought any
astrologer would use.

Sample 2.8
From: http://astrology.com.bz/index.php?main_page=index&cPath=6
Among the many products on the business site of
astrologer Terry Nazon is a Lovers Compatibility
Chart, the image accompanying this is a full
charts with aspect listings, including Transpluto.
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3. Proserpina (Proserpine) :;
Astrology in Russia, although still ‘Western’ astrology, has a number of distinctive features.
One of them is the popularity of a ‘Hypothetical’ known as Прозерпина.7 Felt to orbit the sun beyond
Pluto with a period of 550 to 700 years (most commonly 650 to 665 years)8, many Russian astrology
sites do not mention that this ‘planet’ has not been spotted by astronomers.9
I was unable to determine where this object came from, or which astrologer first proposed it,
although it seems Pavel Globa popularized it. Many sites repeat that it was ‘uncovered’ in 1984,
without any more details10. At least one site declares that the object probably originated from a ‘Planet
X’ proposed by Soviet astronomers in the 60's.11
Regardless of where it came from, there is a symbol for the object that is well defined : :.
While it may seem that this symbol can be emulated using punctuation (like ]·[ or ]*[), this symbol
does have glyph variants, like the dot being replaced by a circle (as in ;), or the ‘brackets’ being
replaced with crescents, which demonstrate that using punctuation could be problematic for stability.
Furthermore, the symbol is treated as a single unit by astrology fonts, software, and astrologers—so
using an ad-hoc collection of punctuation (which could be broken in the middle) defies expectations.
Therefore, this symbol is best encoded as such.
Sample 3.01
From: http://grimuas.narod.ru/book/astro/astro16.pdf
From Page 180 of a Russian Astrology book :
Большой Учебник Сакральной Астрологии.

Sample 3.02
From: http://grimuas.narod.ru/book/astro/astro16.pdf
From Page 290 of the same book as before.
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A Google Image Search for астрология Радикс reveals roughly 30% of charts have Proserpine.
Reference: ЗАГАДКА ПРОЗЕРПИНЫ.
One Example.
Here is one Example, of many. I get the impression that many sites just copy the same material.
See Откуда взялась Прозерпина?
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Sample 3.03
From: http://om-aditya.ru/userfiles/ufiles/purany/nazarova.pdf
From a chart on Page 252 of the Russian
Astrology Book : Медицинская Астрология.

Sample 3.04
From: http://maslovomsk.com/books/Alexander Maslov - Book 2.pdf
From Page 134 of the Russian Astrology Book :
Основы Миропонимания в ХХІ Веке.

Sample 3.05
From: http://maslovomsk.com/books/Alexander Maslov - Book 2.pdf

Another example—from From Page 172, this time—of the Russian Astrology Book : Основы
Миропонимания в ХХІ Веке.
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Sample 3.06
From: http://svet.simbis.ru/media/005/842/Светлана Э. Натальная карта и Медицинский
гороскоп.pdf

An in chart example (with listing) from Page 33 of this PDF document. There are multiple charts in
this document. This is also an example from the popular astrology program ZET.

Sample 3.07
From: http://era.msa24.eu/FIG/1/astrolog/knigi/tom1_vvedenie_v_astrologiu.pdf
Part of a table from page 101 of the published
astrology book: Введение в Астрологию.

Sample 3.08
From: http://astrosens.ru/news/desjataja_planeta_solnechnoj_sistemy/2013-06-20-95
An in-chart example with listing, from a chart
image in the above-linked page.
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Sample 3.09
From: http://petardanov.com/Izgrevi/Izgreva_Tom__19.pdf

This rather large Bulgarian book: „Изгревът“ на Бялото Братство has been mostly converted to text,
but symbols and sections with symbols have been inserted as images, probably scanned from the
original book. This example from page 475 has a non-symbol translation.

Sample 3.10
From: http://lib.rus.ec/b/464937/read
A section of a chart (one of many) with a listing
showing the symbol (as well as R for retrograde).

Sample 3.11
From: http://астро-веды.рф/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Cиница-В.-–-Практическаямедицинская-астрология-2002.pdf
From Page 58 of an Astrology Book:
Практическая-Медицинская Астрология.
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Sample 3.12
From: http://astropro.ru/?p=blog&id=16178
Part of a Horoscope report (generated by the
program Радикс) included in an article (about
Pushkin) at a Russian astrology website.

Sample 3.13
From: http://astropro.ru/?p=blog&id=7997
An example of Proserpina from listings (inside a
chart) probably produced by the astrology
program Sotis (or some other program from
Astro-Soft).

4. Priap/Shatavaesh and Razi < =
Proserpina is actually far from the only ‘Hypothetical Planet’ used in Russian astrology. I have
also come across discussions of Vulcan and Phaeton,12 and the page Ephemerides of the Hypothetic
Planets of the Avestan School lists no less than 12 ‘Hypotheticals’, including Proserpina. Google
searches reveal that all of these are indeed used.13
However, unlike the Uranian Planets, these symbols do not seem to be used as a set.
Proserpina : is by far the most common (as shown previously). The other ‘trans-plutonians’ (Isis u,
Osiris x, and Anubis v) are very rarely used, and so are the ‘guardians’ Utopia/Rapitvina s,
Vanand p, Haurang q, and Tishtar r. Although clearly defined, I have decided that these symbols
are a too rare for me to propose them (If the UTC advises otherwise, please let me know).
The remaining 4 are used as a set by at least one Russian astrology program,14 and the symbol
for Vakshya is the most commonly used after Proserpina. However, this symbol is identical to �
(U+1F70D : ALCHEMICAL SYMBOL FOR SULFUR), so there is no need to propose a separate symbol. The
12 This page about Chiron: ХИРОН — ШРИТА includes a (non-unique) diagram with symbols for Vulcan and Phaeton.
13 Some pages that includes charts which have these: Брак Принца Уильяма и Кейт Мидлтон (for Osiris, Isis, and
Anubis), Землетрясение в Италии (Vanad, Haurang, and Tishtar), and Гороскоп Зигмунда Фрейда, с точки зрения
Стражей Неба (Vanad, Haurang, and Utopia).
14 That program is called Радикс.
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‘evil moon’ Aza is most commonly shown with a glyph identical to ◉ (U+25C9 : FISHEYE), or
sometimes � (U+1F78B : ROUND TARGET), and although using different symbols for the same concept
is undesirable, I did not think Aza was common enough to propose when it does not have a unique
glyph.
That leaves Priap < (also known as Shatavaesh, but Priap is more common), and Rasi =, to
be proposed. The name Priap is a transliteration from Russian—it is arguably more correct to translate
it as Priapus, but there is also an asteroid called Priapus, as well as a virtual point used in astrology, so
using just ‘Priap’ reduces possible confusion.

Sample 4.1
From: http://astropro.ru/verialina22051966/?p=blog&id=12875
From a horoscope in the article at the above blog
post, which seems to have something to do with
the astrology related the notorious Dyatlov Pass
incident—the chart is apparently for Yuri Yudin.

Sample 4.2
From: https://www.zoroastrian.ru/node/2272
Part of a listing in an astrological article about
World War II. The chart is for Nazi Germany.

Sample 4.3
From: http://forum.argo-school.ru/showthread.php?t=11014
Part of one of several charts in a post in an
astrology forum discussion (about nuclear events).
All the charts use the same points, but the only
Avestan planets used are Priap and Vakshya.
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Sample 4.4
From: http://vk.com/topic-11449085_28114621?offset=200
The reason for the discussion is unclear to me, but
a post in the forum includes the chart I've taken
this sample from.

Sample 4.5
From: http://news19.ru/goroskop/6644-bolshaya-skovoroda-ili-kipyaschiy-kotel-dlya-valentinyustyahinoy.html
Part of a listing in a chart, which despite being
posted in 2015 seems to come from a fairly old
astrology program. The listing here also includes
Vakshya, Isis, and perhaps Osiris and Anubis.

Sample 4.6
From: http://www.arctida.ru/stati/187-2015-11-10-13-19-26
From an astrological article about Ted Bundy.

Sample 4.7
From: http://rodovod.narod.ru/index/astrologija_i_iskusstvo/0-128
Part of many charts on the above page,
Астрология и искусство. These charts do
happen to include the lesser used hypotheticals
Haurang and Vanand.
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Sample 4.8
From: https://zoroastrian.ru/node/2231
Part of a horoscope cast for a fictional character.

5 Hygiea and Astraea P Q
When it comes to using main-belt Asteroids (as well as NEO Asteroids) in astrology, the first 4
discovered ( Ceres ⚳, Pallas ⚴, Juno ⚵, and Vesta ⚶), have become somewhat popular, thanks to
promotion since the 1970's.15 Asteroids beyond this are much discussed,16 but using symbols for them
in charts (and even more rarely, listings and tables) is somewhat rare. A handful of sites publish charts
with many asteroid symbols,17 and a number of other sites add only a few. For these latter, sites, the
stand-out (in terms of quantity) symbols are Q for the asteroid Astraea, and P for the asteroid Hygiea.
This is likely because the most prominent English-language astrology program, Solar Fire, has included
these two asteroids (alongside the other 4) as ‘standard points’ for quite a long time (since 1998 at least,
since that is when Solar Fire v4.15 was produced).18
The symbols Q P used in Solar Fire, as well as other programs and sites relating to astrology,
are not the same as the astronomical symbols invented for these asteroids back when they were
discovered in the 19th century.19 I was unable to find confirmation of this, but the astrological symbols
were most likely invented by astrologer Martha Lang-Wescott.20 For this reason, the names proposed
are ASTROLOGICAL SYMBOL FOR ASTRAEA and ASTROLOGICAL SYMBOL FOR HYGIEA.
Although most likely based off a Caduceus, the character ☤ (U+2624 : CADUCEUS) is
graphically a very poor match for P. A separate symbol is best.
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One reference for this : Asteroids by Yakshi.
For an example, here is an Asteroid-Astrology specific web forum.
Examples : YinYangAstrologer and Ουρανοκατέβατοι.
I could not find a manual for any version before v5, but one of my samples was produced by v4.15
The Asteroid symbols page at Wikimedia Commons shows the astronomical symbols.
There is a symbols guide at her website, and the User Guide for Intrepid Astrology Software attributes them symbols to
her.
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Sample 5.01
From: https://alabe.com/sf7p2.htm
Solar Fire is now at version 9, but the old page for
version 7 is still up, and shows a snapshot of the
selection box for the 36 standard points in that
version of the program, including symbols for
Hygeia and Astraea (circled in lime green).

Sample 5.02
From: https://grandtrines.wordpress.com/2014/12/23/astrology-for-christmas-day-2014/
The Grandtrines Astrology Blog is an exception to
the usual in that is often posts Solar Fire chart
images with extra data inserted. This example
includes a listing with Hygeia and Astraea, as
well as a listing of oppositions that includes
Hygeia three times.
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Sample 5.03
From: https://grandtrines.wordpress.com/category/baddays/page/2/
This particular chart has a listing of aspects that
has Astraea 3 times. There are actually over 30
charts on the linked page, and all of them have
Hygeia and Astraea on them.

Sample 5.04
From: https://grandtrines.wordpress.com/2015/01/09/

Some additional types of tables where astrology symbols are shown is this Horary chart, which in this
subsection includes Astraea and Hygiea twice each
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Sample 5.05
From: http://anneortelee.com/weekly-weather-october-28-2013/
This section of a chart from a blog posting at
Anne Ortlee Astrology shows Astraea square
Eris, and Hygeia bi-quintile the Equatorial
Ascendant.

Sample 5.06
From: http://anneortelee.com/weekly-weather-may-18-2015/
A newer chart from the same website shows a
position listing and an aspect listing, again with
Hygeia and Astraea.
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Sample 5.07
From: https://mpateskyloialeste.wordpress.com/page/13/
An aspect listing in one of several charts on this
page, showing Venus sextile Astraea, and Mars
quincunx Hygeia. Part of the rather oddly named
Blog Μπατε σκυλοι αλεστε!

Sample 5.08
From: http://www.jessicaadams.com/2012/11/12/the-astrology-of-goldman-sachs/

Part of a chart from Jessica Adam's Astrology Blog, showing several asteroids.
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Sample 5.09
From: http://yinyangastrologer.com/astrology-2/19-october-2013-healing-watch/
YinYangAstrologer is one of those rare places on
the net where many (more than 6) asteroid
symbols are routinely found in horoscope charts.
The program used at that website is not Solar Fire,
but most likely is Sirius.

Sample 5.10
From: http://www.tonybonin.de/IQ-Jauch.PDF

This PDF includes a node report on Page 10 that was produced by Solar Fire v 4.15, back in 2001.
Astraea and Hygeia are included.
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6. Pholus and Nessus FGHIJ K LMN O
Orbiting between Jupiter and Neptune are a number of small, icy bodies known to astronomers
as Centaurs. The first of these to be discovered (unless one counts 944 Hidalgo) was 2060 Chiron in
1977.21 Chiron (already encoded as ⚷ U+26B7 : CHIRON) went on to become very popular in astrology,
and remains more popular than other objects like Eris or Ceres.22
Therefore, it is not surprising that during the 1990's, when astronomers began to discover
additional objects orbiting between Jupiter and Neptune, and grouped them with Chiron into a new
class of Minor Planets, that many astrologers became quite interested. Many of the named Centaurs
have been given symbols and interpretations by various astrologers. Like the ‘extra asteroids’ proposed
earlier, there are two standouts, the first two Centaurs discovered after Chiron, called Pholus and
Nessus.23
The usual symbols for Pholus and Nessus — F and L — were devised by German astrologer
Robert von Heeren, during the late 90's. There are a number of glyph variants around, like GHIJ for
Pholus, and MN for Nessus. However, before Robert von Heeren came along, some other symbols were
devised. Melanie Reinhart devised O for Nessus, and astrologer Zane Stein came up with K for Pholus
in 1994.24 While I have found very few charts using O, there are two astrology programs that I know of,
What Watch and OpenAstro.org, that use K as their standard symbol for Pholus. However, these
programs do not seem to be very popular, so unless I am advised otherwise, I am not proposing a
codepoint for K.

Sample 6.1
From: http://www.astrosesam.ch/nessus.asp
Pholus and Nessus from an embedded chart listing
(produced, most likely, by Astrosoft Happel's
Vision software).

21 The best summary is probably the Wikipedia Page : Centaur (minor planet).
22 A good example of this is the ‘Current Planets’ website widget provided by Astrodienst, which includes 12 points total
(including Chiron), and which can be found at many astrology sites.
23 Their ‘standout’ status is mostly deduced by looking at charts posted on the Internet. Chiron is everywhere. Pholus and
Nessus are far more common than the remainder Centaurs.
24 This is taken from Zane Stein's page : Thoughts on Centaur Symbols.
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Sample 6.2
From: https://www.appannie.com/apps/amazon-appstore/app/B00EO3N6AU#
Part of a screenshot of the Android Aquarius2Go
Astrology program.

Sample 6.3
From: https://return2thesource.wordpress.com/2012/07/
This sample shows the glyphs for Pholus and
Nessus used by the Solar Fire astrology program.
While they are seen internally in listings and
tables, Solar Fire does not embed listings in
charts, so these glyphs are very rarely seen in
articles outside charts.

Sample 6.4
From: http://www.astrologix.de/forum/ForumID9/2240.html
Phlous and Nessus in a chart from the above
page. It has to be noted that that chart has many
unusual glyphs, but most of them I have not seen
elsewhere (at least in a chart or listing). This chart
is a product of ZET astrology software.
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Sample 6.5
From: http://www.astrologix.de/forum/ForumID9/2580.html
Another listing, most likely also produced by the
Vision software (most of the charts with Pholus
and Nessus listings I could find on the Internet
seem to be produced by this software).

Sample 6.6
From: http://www.cpalondon.com/Apollon/issue3.pdf
An early (1999) appearance of Pholus and
Nessus, on Page 26 of the 3rd Issue of Apollon :
The Journal of Psychological Astrology. The
glyph used here for Nessus is Zane Stein's glyph.

Sample 6.7
From: http://www.hansplanje.nl/index.php/blog/72-horoscoop-2015
A rather low resolution section of a chart
(produced by the Dutch astrology program
Astrolab) showing Pholus and Nessus in the
listing to the left of the chart.
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7. Black Moon Lilith and White Moon Selena (in Russia) V W X
The astrological point known as Black Moon Lilith is generally defined as the apogee of the
Moon's orbit around the Earth, and sometimes as the position of the second focus of the Moon's
elliptical orbit.25 The most commonly used symbol for this point, ⚸, is already encoded in Unicode (as
U+26B8 : BLACK MOON LILITH), and is widely used in Russia.
During the 1980's, the highly influential Russian astrologer Pavel Globa invented a point to
serve as the symbolic/thematic opposite of Black Moon Lilith. Known as белая Луна (White Moon)
or Селена (Selena),26 it seems to be as common (perhaps slightly more so) as the ‘Astrological Planet’
Proserpina. The usual symbol for this point is W. Globa defined this point as a ‘Hypothetical’ circling
the Zodiac in exactly 7 years.
There are, however, complications that lead to extra symbols. Apsidal precession means that
the major axis of the orbit of the moon around Earth completes a full rotation every 8.85 years,27 and it
is this fact that is used to calculate ‘Mean’ Black Moon Lilith. However, the orbit of the Moon is
somewhat wobbly, perturbed by the Sun (and to a lesser extent, by other bodies). A ‘corrected’ version
was developed and used by some, but later, computers allowed the development of a ‘True’ or
‘Osculating’ Black Moon Lilith, calculating an ellipse and apogee based on the position and velocity of
the moon at a given moment.28
Since astrologers had already gotten used to the ‘Mean’ version, and believed in it, some of
them ended up using two or three versions of Black Moon Lilith at the same time.29 In Russia, most
astrology programs use only ⚸, but the popular ZET astrology program uses ⚸ for Mean Black Moon
Lilith, and a different symbol, V, for True Black Moon Lilith (also called Druj).30 This symbol can
sometimes be found outside ZET. The proposed name for V is BLACK DIAMOND ON CROSS because it's
use for True Black Moon Lilith is not very widespread, and naming it as such would be confusing to
astrologers outside Russia.
In addition, the complication of multiple versions has spread to White Moon Selena. In the
1990's, the astrologer Albert Timashev came up with a way of calculating two positions for White
Moon Selena (or, as he called it, Arta) using the position of Black Moon Lilith and the ‘orbit of the sun’
(actually the orbit of the earth).31
25
26
27
28

A definition thankfully lacking in heavy mythology or mysticism : Mean & True Black Moon Lilith.
Albert Timashev has a history page which acknowledges Pavel Globa as the inventor.
Once source for this: Lunar precession explained.
The Black Moon Apogee and its Variants is one article describing these. Like some others, the author is scornful of the
‘corrected’ version.
29 This seems to be most common in France. The charts in this article Que disent les astres de la mort ? are examples.
30 I had to download and install ZET Lite to confirm the identity of this symbol.
31 A reference is the Белая Луна page at Астрокот.
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The astrology program ZET supports all 3 of these points using different symbols, using X for
the Globa version,32 W for Timashev's version (calculated using Mean Black Moon Lilith), and Y for
Timashev's ‘True Light Moon’ (calculated using True Black Moon Lilith).33
While Y seems to be the rarest symbol, and (unless I am told otherwise) I will not propose it
for encoding, the two symbols W and X are quite common in ZET-produced charts found on the web,
and are sometimes even found, contrastingly, on the same charts, with listings.

Sample 7.01
From: http://астро-веды.рф/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Cиница-В.-–-Практическаямедицинская-астрология-2002.pdf
From Page 15 of an Astrology Book:
Практическая-Медицинская Астрология.

Sample 7.02
From: http://www.druzya.org/main/astro/txt/Krivoruchko-Raschet-ksp.pdf
From Page 37 (Page 36 in the PDF) of the
astrology Book: Расчет: Кармического
Статуса Планет.

32 This information is mostly gotten from ZET itself and some forum postings: One and Two.
33 Details can be found at Timashev's website. The English page, and the Russian page.
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Sample 7.03
From: http://www.astrosuntime.ru/natal.html
Our first example of of the ‘with rays’ White
Moon Selena symbol, from a chart produced by
ZET.

Sample 7.04
From: http://astro-traktovka.livejournal.com/494.html
Part of a chart image (with a listing) from the
above page.

Sample 7.05
From: http://astroschool.pro/assets/files/ephe_aster_wh_bl_moon.pdf

Part of an ephemeris found in the above PDF file.
Sample 7.06
From: http://eretik.liveforums.ru/viewtopic.php?id=175
Another listing from a third astrology program,
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Sample 7.07
From: http://grimuas.narod.ru/book/astro/astro16.pdf

From Page 290 of a Russian Astrology book : Большой Учебник Сакральной Астрологии.

Sample 7.08
From: http://astropro.ru/?p=blog&id=15136
Part of a Horoscope report included in an article
(about... the constellation Cetus, or perhaps
China?) at a Russian astrology website.

Sample 7.09
From: http://astrozet.net/forum/viewtopic.php?t=6253
Part of the listing from a ZET chart analyzing
Boris Grebenshchikov from the ZET web forums.
It includes the ‘with rays’ White Moon Selena,
and the ZET version of True Black Moon Lilith.
Between the two are the ‘Hypotheticals’
Proserpina and Aza.
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Sample 7.10
From: http://www.liveinternet.ru/users/ftg/post206565047/
The (low resolution) chart from the above link
uses the ‘Hypothetical’ Uranian Planets,
Proserpina, and True Black Moon Lilith.

Sample 7.11
From: http://www.az-planet.ru/viewtopic.php?p=47654
The Internet forum discussion linked above
includes a ZET produced chart that has both X
(WHITE MOON SELENA WITH RAYS) and W (WHITE
MOON SELENA ).

Sample 7.12
From: http://www.az-planet.ru/viewtopic.php?p=458024
Another forum discussion (from the same
website), showing WHITE MOON SELENA WITH
RAYS.
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Sample 7.13
From: http://astrogemma.ru/articles/6-serafim
From the first chart on the above linked web page,
which contains around 17 charts analyzing the
astrology of St. Seraphim of Sarov. All of the
charts include X and V.

Sample 7.14
From: http://stars60.ru/2011/12/17/убийца-из-«парк-хаус»/
Part of one of several charts from the above linked
web page, which analyzes an unfortunate incident
in Samara. It includes W.

Sample 7.15
From: http://www.astrologic.ru/library/review/No3/Astroes2.htm
The above page: АСТРОЭСХАТОЛОГИЯ.
Шестая Печать и Железный Скипетр,
contains several linked charts produced by ZET.
The sample to the left shows part of one of them,
which includes (in addition to the normal Black
Moon Lilith ⚸) X, W, Y and V.
It also contains many other symbols which I have
seen nowhere else.
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Sample 7.16
From: http://www.az-planet.ru/viewtopic.php?p=62944
The above linked forum discussion includes a
chart which is not produced by ZET, but which
uses V and Y (in addition to W and ⚸). It might be
taken from a book referenced in the post: Основы
астрологии. том 4, by Б. Б. Щитов
(B.B.Schitov).

Sample 7.17
From: http://www.az-planet.ru/viewtopic.php?p=153647
Another example of contrastive use of X and W in
the same chart. While this chart is at the same
astrology forum as some of the previous samples,
it is not from the same person.

Sample 7.18
From: http://vk.com/topic-11449085_28114621?offset=200
A chart from this discussion forum includes X, V,
and Y.
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Sample 7.19
From: http://astrologer.ru/book/light_moon/index.html.ru

This rather old page (last revised 1998) shows how Albert Timashev calculates the position of his
‘True White Moon’ Y using ‘True’ Black Moon Lilith V.

Sample 7.20
From: http://alteracion.ru/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/%D1%84%D0%B4.png
Finally, a sample including White Moon Selena
from another Russian astrology program,
AstroFD.
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7. Black Moon Lilith (again) and Priapus U [
As mentioned before, the most commonly used symbol for Black Moon Lilith, ⚸, is already
encoded in Unicode. Other symbols for Black Moon Lilith can be found in German, Dutch, and
sometimes French astrology software, like black crescents m,34 or a script L l.35 However, black
crescents could be considered a glyph variation of ⚸, and l could be considered a variant of ℒ U+2112
: SCRIPT CAPITAL L. So once again, unless the UTC advises otherwise, I will not be proposing these
other symbols for Black Moon Lilith.
Most of the time, when more than one version of Lilith (Mean, Corrected, or True) is used at
the same time, subscripts ( like ⚸m ⚸c ⚸v ) are used to distinguish them.36 I earlier came across a claim
that a reversed Black Moon Lilith S is used for True Black Moon Lilith, but after coming across charts
which contain Sm Sc Sv, I conclude this is not actually the case (except for charts which contain both R
and S).37
I have already covered the exception, found in ZET, of using ⚸ and V. There is one other
exception. The most widespread astrology program of Dutch origin is Astrolab, which uses T for Mean
Black Moon Lilith, and U for ‘Corrected’ (Gecorrigeerde) Black Moon Lilith. A different Dutch
Astrology program, Astroscoop, uses reversed versions of the above symbols. I am proposing that U be
encoded with the character name BLACK CRESCENT WITH BAR since (as in the case of V), people
outside the Netherlands are unlikely to recognize it as a symbol for the Corrected Black Moon.
Astrolab, in fact, often uses some points that are rarely known elsewhere. In addition to the
Black Sun � (can be unified with U+1F789 : EXTREMELY HEAVY WHITE CIRCLE) and it's opposite , the
Diamond38 (unifiable with several diamond-shaped characters), Astrolab also routinely uses a point
known as Priapus, with the symbol [.
The astrological point known as Priapus is defined as the perigee of the Moon's orbit around
the Earth, the opposite of Black Moon Lilith.39 It is used far less commonly than Black Moon Lilith,
and although the symbol [ is known in English-speaking astrology (and astrology programs list Priapus
as a point they can chart40), Astrolab seems to be the only place where it is common enough for me to
find on charts published on the Internet.
It should be noted that [ is not the only symbol for Priapus, however. Some German-language
programs use a black crescent with an arrow for Priapus, the most popular of these being Astrocontact's
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Examples: charts on this page : Trintignant und Cantat, Astrozrcadlení, and the Jupiter9 blog.
Examples: this Horoskop für Justin Bieber and the Aquarius2Go astrology program.
An example of this is in the page Astro Couleurs.
Charts linked from this forum thread contain examples of all of these cases.
See the definition at AstroWiki.
See the definition at AstroWiki.
An example, this description of the features of Sirius 2.0 mentions Priapus in item 34.
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Astroplus, which uses Z.41 I have only managed to find one sample (outside of chart wheels) for this
symbol however42, and so I am not currently proposing this symbol as a character.
An additional complication from Astrolab is that sometimes, two versions of ☊ (U+260A :
ASCENDING NODE) are used, one of them with a small ‘T’ inside. The nodes are points related to the
orbit of the moon, and the y version of the ascending node symbol indicates it is a ‘True’ version,
analogous to the ‘True’ Black Moon Lilith. This glyph can be seen in many places (and also z), but
Astrolab is the only place where I have seen both ☊ and y used on the same charts. The difference
between the two is always less than 2° in position,43 and so most astrologers seem to feel the difference
is not important. Thus, ☊ and y could be regarded almost as glyph variants (except in Astrolab),

and unless the UTC advises otherwise, I will not be proposing y.

Sample 7.01
From: http://www.astrolab.nl/info.html

The home page for Astrolab contains a single chart, which includes U (true Black Moon Lilith) and
[ (Priapus).

Sample 7.02
From: http://art-astrologie.blogspot.ca/
The Art & Astrologie blog is no longer updated,
but for most of its history, the charts it posted
were produced by Astrolab (and then modified).
Here is an example of Priapus.

41 Another German-language astrology program, Sarastro, uses a different black crescent with arrow glyph. Galiastro
(from the same company) uses what looks like a fusion of a rotated Mars symbol and a black crescent.
42 This being an image inside a thread at the German-language Astrologix forum.
43 A brief explanation of this is found here : The Moon's True North Node.
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Sample 7.03
From: http://art-astrologie.blogspot.ca/2009/07/horoscoop-remco-campert.html
An earlier chart from Art & Astrologie, which
includes the U version of corrected Black Moon
Lilith, but not Priapus.

Sample 7.04
From: http://www.astrologyweekly.com/learn-astrology/astrology-glyphs.php
The English-language website Astrology Weekly
has a guide to astrology glyphs that included
Priapus, demonstrating that the symbol is not
limited to Astrolab.

Sample 7.05
From: http://www.schors.nl/index.php?core[page]=1&catalog[view]=detail&catalog[product]=524
The Dutch astrology program Astroscoop uses a
reversed version U for the Gecorrigeerde Black
Moon
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Sample 7.06
From: http://www.zwarte-maan.nl/horoscooppaginas/horoscoop-frederikdeklerk.htm
The website Astrologie, Zwarte Lichten,
Enneagram probably has more Astrolab charts
posted in it than the rest of the Internet combined.
Here is part of the listing from a typical chart.

Sample 7.07
From: http://www.zwarte-maan.nl/horoscooppaginas/horoscoop-prinsesmaxima.htm
The page for an astrological analysis of (then
Princess) Máxima Zorreguieta Cerruti includes an
aspect grid.

Sample 7.08
From: http://www.wanttoknow.nl/hoofdartikelen/astrologisch-jaaroverzicht-2012/
Part of a chart from a ‘Year in Review’ article. It
should be noted here that the listing is cut off in
the chart, which is very common for Astrolab
charts published on the web.
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Sample 7.09
From: http://www.nieuwetijdskind.com/ster-tetraeder-davidster-vernieuwing-2-0/
Part of a chart about an astrological arrangement
of planets. It is another example where the listing
is cut off. Priapus is in the chart wheel, but not the
listing.

Sample 7.10
From: http://www.zwarte-maan.nl/horoscooppaginas/horoscoop-jac-p-thijsse.htm

An Astrolab-produced listing of transits (Here, it is simply a listing of aspects for several days. for this
part of the listing, all of the aspects are for Nov 24, 1904).

Sample 7.11
From: http://www.inzichten.com/artikelen/astrologie-artikelen/bronvermelding-de-bijzondereeclipsen-van-september-2015.html
Showing another cut-off Astrolab chart from yet
another astrology website, Inzichten.com.
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Sample 7.12
From: http://www.zwarte-maan.nl/horoscooppaginas/horoscoop-sylviamillecam.htm

A final example from Astrologie, Zwarte Lichten, Enneagram, showing examples of U and [ inside a
position and aspect listing, the page is for Dutch actress Sylvia Millecam.
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C. Technical - Justification
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before?
If YES explain
2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,
user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)?
If YES, with whom?
If YES, available relevant documents:
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:
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see the discussions in the individual sections
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Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?
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control function or similar semantics?
If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)
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13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility characters?
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